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Introduction
Sport is integral to the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals.1 
Significant efforts have been made to develop policies and initiatives at all levels 
to make sport an accelerator of peace and sustainable development for all,2 
including those aimed at strengthening the integrity of sport.3 

However, there is a growing understanding that illicit activities, often involving an 
international dimension, pose a significant threat to sport’s role in the achieve-
ment of the Sustainable Development Goals. The last decade has seen a notable 
increase in the number of initiatives at the national and international levels to 
tackle corruption in sport and strengthen the integrity of sport. Their range and 
diversity reflect the complexity of the challenge and the fact that there is no “one-
size-fits-all” approach. 

The objective of this section is to provide an overview of the different initiatives 
developed to tackle corruption in sport. It also highlights initiatives designed to 
enhance cooperation at the subnational, national, regional and global levels, 
before offering conclusions and policy considerations. The section does not pur-
port to be comprehensive, but rather endeavors to provide an overview of relevant 
initiatives, based on information submitted by States parties to the United Nations 
Convention against Corruption, as well as on the content of academic journals, 
studies and articles.

What can be gleaned from this overview is that there is a tendency to prioritize 
preventive measures as the main way of safeguarding sport from corruption and 
of enhancing its integrity. This has been done by developing laws, codes of con-
duct, regulations and policies. Education and training initiatives to enhance the 
governance of sport have also been widely used. 

In addition, there has been a trend towards establishing effective deterrent and 
punitive mechanisms. In many of the examples identified in this section, this has 
resulted in the establishment of specialized authorities. The main actors involved 
in these mechanisms are public authorities, sports organizations and other rele-
vant stakeholders and cooperation among them is aimed at facilitating investiga-
tions, sharing information and exchanging good practices.

1 United Nations Office on Sport for Development and Peace, Sport and the Sustainable Development Goals: An over-
view outlining the contribution of sports to the SDGs.

2 General Assembly, “Sport: a global accelerator of peace and sustainable development for all” (13 July 2020). Available 
at: www.un.org/development/desa/dspd/sport-development-peace/unsg-report2020.html.

3 Commonwealth Secretariat, Strengthening Sport-Related Policy Coherence: Commonwealth Toolkit and Self-Evaluation 
Checklist (2018).
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1.
Examples of national 
initiatives on tackling 
corruption in sport
To varying degrees, countries and sport organiza-
tions have introduced anti-corruption strategies 
or measures in their sports sector policies. The 
aim of this section is to identify the measures 
adopted by the States parties to the United 
Nations Convention against Corruption, with a 
focus on the promotion, establishment and 
strengthening of formal institutional frameworks 
and processes to tackle corruption in sport.4 

4 The examples included in this section are based on responses provided by States 
parties to the questionnaire sent by UNODC and from information provided elsewhere in 
this report and from other government sources.

The following analysis identifies progress, trends at the 
regional level and plans for action, which provide valuable 
information to help promote the fight against corruption in 
the sport in the medium and long term.

From 2000 onwards, there have been a range of develop-
ments in line with the promotion of international frameworks 
at the global level.5 The analysis of institutional initiatives in 
37 States parties to the Convention against Corruption iden-
tified a total of 68 anti-corruption initiatives in sport.6 Based 
on the information available, the section groups the analysis 
of these initiatives into two broad categories, namely those 
aimed at: 

 » Enhancing the governance of sports through laws, codes 
of conduct and policies 

 » Establishing and implementing institutional or coordina-
tion mechanisms to tackle corruption in sport

5 See the section in this section on international frameworks on anti-corruption in sport.
6 In response to the questionnaire sent to the States parties inviting them to share 

information on initiatives on tackling corruption in sport, 37 States parties provided details 
about various institutional initiatives.
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1.1  Enhancing the governance of sports through laws, 
codes of conduct and policies

A key component of the initiatives that have emerged in the 
fight against corruption in sport is the governance of institu-
tions and organizations in charge of the management of 
sport.

Progress to prevent and counter corruption is strongly 
related to the way in which organizations and institutions are 
governed, their processes and their norms. In recent decades, 
specific laws, regulations, codes of conduct and policies that 
govern the sports sector have been developed in accordance 
with international anti-corruption frameworks and standards. 
The concept of “good governance”, an evolution of the notion 

of governance, has been introduced to emphasize the inten-
tion of such initiatives to promote transparency, integrity and 
accountability. These include codes of ethics, codes of integ-
rity, codes of conduct and disciplinary codes, which contain 
guidelines for behaviour and standards of conduct devel-
oped by sport organizations to govern the processes of a 
specific sport and to enhance their governance. They also 
include legislation, bylaws, rules and regulations adopted by 
Governments that relate to subjects such as transparency 
and accountability of the sports sector and related aspects. 

Many of the initiatives identified are aimed at enhancing the 
ability of national authorities and sport organizations to pre-
vent corruption by strengthening legal and institutional 
frameworks. 

Figure II.

Number of 
initiatives related 
to good governance 
established by 
region between 2000 
and 2021

African States
Asia-Pacific States
Eastern European States
Latin American and Caribbean States
Western European and other States
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African States 

In Egypt, the Code of Conduct, Morals and Values in Sport 
was introduced in 2018 by the Egyptian Olympic Committee 
and is applicable to the staff of all sporting bodies. The Code 
covers issues such as conflicts of interest and financial 
accountability, betting and gambling, bribery, competition 
manipulation and profiteering.

In Mauritius, the Ethical Guideline for Office Bearers of 
National Sports Federations has been adopted. It is comple-
mented by a code of ethics for all stakeholders in the sports 
community. 

In Mozambique, the Code of Ethics and Sporting Conduct 
was introduced in 2016. It details the ethical values and 
behaviours to be observed and adhered to by athletes, phys-
ical education professionals, referees, sport managers and 
administrators, spectators, sports event organizers and 
volunteers. 

In South Africa, the White Paper on Sport and Recreation for 
the Republic of South Africa was published in 2013. The 
2030 Vision of Sport and Recreation of South Africa, included 
in the White Paper, contemplates the development of good 
corporate governance in sport in South Africa, including the 
alignment of the work of government agencies, sports feder-
ations, private sector partners and other stakeholders.

Asia-Pacific States

In India, the governance of sports bodies at the national level 
is regulated by the National Sports Development Code. The 
Code was established in 2011 with a range of aims, including 
ensuring fairness and transparency in the selection of ath-
letes for participation in national and international sports 
events. In addition, National Observers in select sports are 
responsible for ensuring the fair and transparent selection of 
players and teams, and for considering any complaints.

In Qatar, the Qatar Football Association Disciplinary Code 
was issued by the Qatar Football Association in 2019. An 
ethics committee imposes penalties for violations of the 
Code and of the related rules on conflicts of interest. In addi-
tion, the Regulations on Working with Intermediaries of the 
Qatar Football Association (2016) include operational mech-
anisms designed to promote integrity and combat corrup-
tion in football, particularly with regard to the prevention of 
conflicts of interest. 

In Samoa, the main goals of the Samoa National Sports 
Framework 2018-2028 include the establishment and 
strengthening of systems for record-keeping, financial man-
agement, accountability and data management in national 
sports organizations.

In Tajikistan, the board of the Committee for Youth and 
Sports approved a code of ethics for athletes, coaches, 
judges, and other sports workers in 2017. Issues of compli-
ance with the requirements of the Code are resolved by offi-
cials and athletes during sports events, seminars, and 
conferences. 

Eastern European States

In Bulgaria, the Ministry of Youth and Sports, as the adminis-
trator of the national register of sport organizations and 
licencing bodies, stipulates that all sport organizations must 
sign a declaration on conflicts of interest at the time of 
registration.

In Estonia, the Estonian Olympic Committee adopted good 
management practices in 2017. The Government takes 
account of whether a sports organization is a signatory of 
the declaration on good governance when distributing State 
funding. Funding can be decreased if sports organizations 
fail to adhere to good governance principles. 

In the Russian Federation, for sports organizations catego-
rized as state (municipal) institutions, citizens applying for 
positions at the head of these organizations and persons 
holding these positions are obliged to submit annual infor-
mation on their income, property and property obligations, 
and on the income, property and property obligations of their 
spouses and children.7 In addition, if sports organizations 
belong to the category of organizations created to fulfil the 
tasks assigned to federal state bodies, individual employees 
of such organizations that occupy positions included in the 
lists established by the regulatory acts of the Russian 
Federation are subject to a range of restrictions, prohibitions 
and obligations. Except for established cases, these anti- 
corruption standards include the submission of information 
on their income, expenses, property and the property obliga-
tions of their spouse and children; measures to prevent and 
resolve conflicts of interest; and the refusal of remuneration 
from individuals and legal entities in connection with the 
performance of their professional duties (e.g. gifts, money, 
loans, services, payment for entertainment, recreation and 
transportation costs).

7 In accordance with clauses 3.1 and 4 of part 1 of article 8 of the Federal Law No. 
273-FZ on Combating Corruption of December 25, 2008.
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Latin American and Caribbean States

In Argentina, the Anti-Corruption Office produced a guide on 
principles of good governance in sports entities in 2019. It 
provides guidance to sports organizations on the implemen-
tation of good governance policies and provides practical 
tools and examples that these bodies can use.

In Brazil, the emergence of anti-corruption initiatives is strongly 
related to the country’s organization of major sporting events.8 
For example, in 2013, major modifications were made to Law 
No. 9.615/98 of 24 March 1998, the so called “Pelé Law”, relat-
ing to the inclusion of governance rules for sports organiza-
tions as a condition for eligibility for public funding. Act 
no. 13.155 of 4th of August 2015, known as “PROFUT”, was 
enacted, and further regulated by the Decree no. 8.642 of 19th 
of January 2016, with the aim of modernizing the manage-
ment of football clubs in Brazil and implementing a fiscal 
responsibility programme under the Federal Government. In 
2017, a programme on management, ethics and transparency 
was launched with the aim of improving the management of 
Olympic sports confederations. The programme was based 
on a development model for organizational maturity, which 
focused on five areas of knowledge: governance, strategy, 
transparency, support and compliance.

In Chile, the Sports Law (2001)9 requires sports organiza-
tions to have an ethics and discipline commission. The 
National Sports Institute oversees the implementation of 
sports plans and programmes, the development of infra-
structure and the financing of projects. It is also responsible 
for monitoring the budgets, performance, projects, funding 
and other operational aspects of sports organizations.

In Mexico, a guide to implementing measures to prevent 
corruption and promote integrity in sport was launched in 
2018. It was developed by the Sports Appeal and Arbitration 
Commission. The guide has a broad scope of application, 
including persons employed in the federal sports sector, 
states and municipalities, the social and private sectors, 
national sports associations and other sports organizations. 
It contains information on basic concepts, regulatory frame-
works, actions and specific integrity policies for the different 
stakeholders.

8 For example, the 2014 FIFA World Cup, the 2016 Olympic Summer Games and the 
2016 Paralympic Games.

9 Chile, Law 19.712 of 9 February 2001 (last reformed in 2020).
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Western Europe and other States

In Western Europe and other States, rules and regulations 
aimed at preventing corruption in the governance of sports 
organizations present some common patterns. Over a third 
of these rules and regulations tie sports organizations’ eligi-
bility for public funds to the fulfilment of good governance 
requirements.10 Another common pattern is the relevance of 
the national Olympic committees in the promotion of 
anti-corruption policies; in 58 per cent of the cases, national 
Olympic committees have a prominent role in the design and 
implementation of such policies and compliance with them.

In Australia, in 2016, the Australian Sports Commission 
launched integrity guidelines for directors and leaders of 
sporting organizations. In 2020, the Commission developed 
and launched the Sport Governance Principles to help orga-
nizations implement good governance mechanisms. The 
principles cover nine areas and provide comprehensive guid-
ance on processes for stakeholders. 

In Austria, recipients of public funds must comply with the 
provisions of the Federal Act on Combating Doping in Sport. 
In addition, national sports federations that receive public 
funds are obliged to use part of them for activities to prevent 
and counter doping. The Act regulates instances of incom-
patibility disclosure and financial reporting for sports federa-
tions applying for or receiving public funds. 

In Belgium, the Code of Good Governance in Flemish Sports 
Federations was introduced in 2016. The Code provides 
principles, specific criteria and tips for implementation in 
three main areas of focus: transparency, democracy and 
social responsibility, and accountability and internal control. 
The award of subsidies is contingent upon meeting the 
obligatory and non-obligatory conditions of the Code.

In Finland, the Finnish Olympic Committee has developed 
guiding documents for its national sports organizations. 
These cover a range of subjects including good governance, 
rules for sport clubs, rules for sanctions in sport and guid-
ance on prevent illegal betting.

In Germany, the German Olympic Sports Federation book 
entitled Good Governance in German Sport11 was published 
in 2015. It includes guidance on how measures relating to 

10 The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe Resolution 2199 (2018) states 
“the Assembly calls on Council of Europe member and observer States and States whose 
parliaments enjoy observer status with the Parliamentary Assembly to make the award of 
public grants to sports organisations and for sports events conditional on compliance with 
good governance standards.”

11 Gabriele Freytag and Sylvia Schenk, Good Governance in German Sport, German 
Olympic Sports Federation (2015)

integrity, transparency and accountability can be imple-
mented. Additionally, guidelines on model behaviour were 
created to help member organizations. The guidelines are 
complemented by suggestions relating to training, capacity-
building, consultations and advice.

In Italy, the Sports Code of Conduct was established in 2012 
by the Italian National Olympic Committee. The code must 
be adhered to by every sports federation at every level and 
every federation must have a Guarantor of the Code. In addi-
tion, the Committee’s Code of Ethics outlines a series of rules 
of behaviour that must be respected by all those working at 
the organization, in accordance with the values of impartiality, 
confidentiality and transparency.

In the Netherlands, there is a code for good sports gover-
nance. Since 2011, the Dutch Olympic Committee, the Dutch 
Sports Federation and sports associations have signed 
binding agreements regarding minimum quality require-
ments. Fulfilling certain conditions required by the code 
allows the allocation of resources and the distribution of lot-
tery money to sport associations. The requirements to fulfil 
certain conditions by the code are determined annually and 
the compliance with the enlisted requirements is checked 
against the application for funding. 

In New Zealand, the Sport New Zealand publication entitled 
Nine Steps to Effective Governance was published in 2012 
with the aim of helping sports and not-for-profit organiza-
tions to improve governance structures. It includes support-
ing material for the practical implementation of structures.

In Portugal, the Code of Sport Ethics (2015) sets the stan-
dard of ethics in sport, including rules of conduct for different 
stakeholders in national sports (e.g. safeguarding entities, 
practitioners, teachers, schools, coaches, referees, manag-
ers, agents, parents, doctors and other health professionals, 
sports organizations, spectators and the media). It has three 
main areas of focus: sports ethics, education through sport 
and fair play/clean game. A sports integrity guide has been 
created by the Olympic Committee of Portugal with the aim 
of protecting sports from competition manipulation. The 
guide includes teaching tools, practical information, recom-
mendations and guiding principles.

In Switzerland, the Federal Office of Sports supports Swiss 
Olympic, the national Olympic committee, with an annual 
contribution to the promotion and development of sport. The 
financial aid may be refused or demanded back if Swiss 
Olympic or other sports organizations and organizers of 
sports events do not fulfil their commitments relating to 
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ethics and safety in sport. The Charter of Ethics in sport was 
developed by Swiss Olympic and the Federal Office of Sport 
and enacted in 2015. The Charter is based on nine principles: 
the ninth principle states opposition to all forms of corrup-
tion. The principles have been put into practice by means of 
practical guides, including guides on the development and 
implementation of a code of conduct and on a model code 
of conduct for federations.

In the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 
the Code for Sports Governance applies to all organizations 
that receive funding, regardless of their size and sector, 
including national sports governing bodies, clubs, charities 
and local authorities. It includes five principles of good gov-
ernance (structure, people, communication, standards and 
conduct and policies and processes) and clear guidance to 
help organizations meet requirements and raise standards. 

1.2  Establishment and implementation of 
institutional or coordination mechanisms  
to tackle corruption in sport

The Convention against Corruption places an emphasis on 
the need for States parties to promote coordination and 
coherence in the development and implementation of domes-
tic measures to tackle corruption. This section has identified 
31 initiatives involving the implementation of institutional or 
coordination mechanisms to tackle corruption in sport.

The analysis of such initiative indicates that the consolidation 
of all the measures to tackle corruption in sport into a single 
framework, body or mechanism may often be impracticable, 
given the number of different measures needed, including 
those regulating prevention, detection, enforcement, investi-
gation and cooperation. However, an approach common to a 
number of States parties is the establishment of a central 
body, such as a working group or a task force, to serve as a 
focal point for the development, implementation and monitor-
ing of policies designed to tackle corruption in sport. 

A total of 17 States parties focused on coordination and 
cooperation between stakeholders at the local and inter-
national levels. The information presented below illustrates 
the number of initiatives focused on mechanisms to enhance 
cooperation and coordination, as well as preventive mea-
sures, such as education tools and training programmes for 
relevant stakeholders. 
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The existence of bodies specialized in preventing a 
combating corruption is a requirement under the Convention 
against Corruption. This section identified 14 initiatives 
linked to the development of specialized bodies to address 
corruption in sport.

The prevailing trend for States parties and sports 
organizations is the establishment of bodies mainly with 

preventive mandates. Such bodies are primarily responsible 
for promoting a coherent approach to tackling corruption 
in sport through the development and implementation of 
legislation, regulations and practices. Training programmes 
and educational activities are also a focal point of their 
mandates.

Figure III.

Coordination 
and cooperation 
initiatives 
launched by 
region between 
2001 and 2021

Figure IV.

Number of 
initiatives related 
to specialized 
bodies by region 
launched between 
2000 and 2020

African States
Asia-Pacific States
Eastern European States
Latin American and Caribbean States
Western European and other States
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African States

In Algeria, the Algerian Academy Against Corruption in 
Sports was established in 2019. 

In Angola, the National Council for Discipline and Ethics in 
Sport is responsible for settling administrative conflicts 
based on infringements of sports ethics. 

Asia-Pacific States 

In Japan, the Japan Sport Council launched the Sport Integrity 
Unit in 2014 as a measure to protect the integrity of sport 
against threats such as doping, violence, harassment and a 
lack of governance in sports organizations. The activity of the 
Unit covers the following main tasks: monitoring of national 
sports organizations to assist in improving their quality of 
governance; collection, analysis and provision of information 
on activities to enhance governance and the compliance of 
sporting organizations in Japan and overseas; and implemen-
tation of programmes to prevent improper activities or 
behaviour that threaten the integrity of sport (e.g. the provision 
of education programmes for sports organizations).

In Malaysia, in 2010, an inter-agency initiative, the Football 
Association of Malaysia Integrity Committee, was launched 
by the Football Association of Malaysia, the Malaysian Anti-
Corruption Commission, the Royal Malaysia Police and the 
Armed Forces Malaysia. According to the Committee, all state 
football associations must establish a similar integrity- 
focused entity in their institutional frameworks.

In Qatar, the International Sports Security Center (ICSS) is a 
specialized body working in the areas of safety and security, 
sport integrity and youth matters. The work of the ICSS in 
these segments is based on a network of international part-
nerships across different sectors, including sport, 
Government, law enforcement and academia, and on its 
capacity to undertake research initiatives and create open-
ended platforms to encourage collective action and 
exchange of ideas. Through this collaboration and activity, 
ICSS drives thought leadership and helps identify solutions 
for greater safety, security and integrity in sport. A key plat-
form for supporting these efforts is the ICSS flagship confer-
ence, Securing Sport, which aims to unite stakeholders from 
all sectors and areas of the sports industry to discuss and 
identify new ways to safeguard sport.

Eastern European States

In Estonia, since 2011, the Corruption Crime Bureau has 
worked within the Central Criminal Police organization. The 
Bureau has divisions in four counties and is responsible for 
processing cases that involve corruption in sport. 

The Estonian Center for Integrity in Sports was established 
in 2019 by the Estonian Olympic Committee in cooperation 
with the Ministry of Culture. In 2020, the Center merged with 
the Estonian Anti-Doping Foundation. The aim of this organi-
zation is to promote non-discriminatory, ethical and fair 
sport, contributing to the prevention of doping use, competi-
tion manipulation and discrimination in sport.
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In Lithuania, an agreement on cooperation was signed in 
2015 between the Ministry of the Interior, the former 
Department of Physical Education and Sports,12 the Gaming 
Control Authority under the Ministry of Finance, the Police 
Department under the Ministry of the Interior and the 
Prosecutor General’s Office. The agreement is aimed at 
ensuring cooperation between the parties, coordinated 
action, the development of education and prevention pro-
grammes and the sharing of relevant information and best 
practices. In 2020, the agreement was renewed with the aim 
of preventing, detecting and investigating competition 
manipulation. At the same time, the Special Investigation 
Service and the Financial Crime Investigation Service joined 
the agreement.

In Slovakia, the Monitoring Committee for Countering Sport 
Competitions Manipulation was established in 2015 by the 
Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Sport. It com-
prises representatives of the Office of Special Prosecution, 
law enforcement agencies, the Ministry of Finance, sport 
organizations and betting companies. It was established to 
encourage and facilitate the exchange information between 
its members, to ensure the implementation of the Convention 
on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions and to monitor 
the implementation and application of legislation.

Western European and other States

In Australia, Sport Integrity Australia was launched in 2020 
and is the national agency in charge of developing a compre-
hensive approach to fighting corruption in sport. It combines 
the former functions and responsibilities of the Australian 
Sports Anti-Doping Authority, the National Integrity of Sport 
Unit and the national integrity functions of Sport Australia. 
The agency supports national capacity-building forums, 
such as the Australian Sports Integrity Network (a body of 
integrity practitioners from across the sports, law enforce-
ment and regulatory sectors) and the Jurisdictional Sports 
Integrity Network (which comprises officials from state and 
territory governments responsible for sports integrity). 

In Austria, the Federal Criminal Police Office directs, coordi-
nates and controls measures to combat crime, and is the 
contact and reporting point for citizens who witness suspi-
cious activities. In this regard, the Office has its own report-
ing function to coordinate measures against betting fraud in 
sport. It works with the International Criminal Police 

12 Since 1 October 2019, the Ministry of Education, Science and Sport has been respon-
sible for the activities of the Department of Physical Education and Sports.

Organization (INTERPOL) and sports associations, such as 
the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA), 
the Union of European Football Associations (UEFA) and the 
Austrian Football Association.

The Play Fair Code is an initiative of the Ministry of Sports, 
the Austrian Football Association, and the Austrian Football 
League. It is aimed at guaranteeing clean and manipulation-
free competitions, in coordination with sports associations, 
athletes, coaches and club managers. Focused on preven-
tion, it develops training, education, and awareness-raising 
activities, carries out monitoring functions by observing and 
analysing games and game results, and has established an 
ombudsperson as a contact point for athletes, coaches, 
supervisors and other stakeholders.

In Belgium, any citizen who has information concerning 
fraud in the sports sector can contact the police through a 
specific reporting mechanism.13 The information is sent to 
the Sports Fraud Team of the Federal Judicial Police, which 
is responsible for sharing it with the Federal Prosecutor’s 
Office. 

In Finland, the Advisory Board of Sport Ethics is responsible 
for promoting fair play in sport and compliance with 

13 Available at www.fraudesportive.be.
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international conventions. Its main tasks are to monitor and 
develop the joint activities of public authorities and sports 
organizations in matters related to ethical issues; to track 
international cooperation; and to make recommendations on 
sport-related ethical issues. This body is closely linked to the 
national anti-doping organization.

The Finnish Center for Integrity in Sports, established in 
2016, is responsible for implementing international treaties 
on anti-doping activities, competition manipulation and 
spectator safety. In addition, it supports ethics in sports in 
cooperation with other bodies. The Center is composed of 
representatives from the Finnish Olympic Committee, the 
Finnish Paralympic Committee, the Finnish Society of Sports 
Medicine and the Ministry of Education and Culture. 

In Italy, the General Prosecution Office for Sport was estab-
lished in 2014 and is responsible for protecting the legality of 
the sport system, conducting internal investigations and 
cooperating with the judiciary police and public prosecution 
offices. In addition, the National Platform to combat compe-
tition manipulation (comprising the Sports Betting 
Information Unit and the Sports betting investigative team 
(GISS) at the Ministry of Interior) was established in 2011 
and has been re-designed and strengthened. The Sports 

Betting Information Unit was established in 2011 within the 
Department of Public Security and is responsible for leading 
the fight against corruption and illegal betting in sport. The 
Unit is made up of representatives from law enforcement 
(including a number of special units), the Italian National 
Olympic Committee, the Customs and Monopolies Agency, 
the Italian Football Federation, the National Union for the 
Increasing of Horse Breeds and the Sports Office of the 
Government of Italy. It is supported by GISS.

In Malta, the Malta Gaming Authority’s Sports Betting 
Integrity Department (2018) is the body in charge of gather-
ing intelligence and information relating to suspicious bet-
ting and serves as a liaison point with local and foreign 
regulatory authorities, law enforcement agencies, betting 
monitoring systems, sporting bodies and gaming operators 
in order to investigate irregular and suspicious betting activ-
ities. The Department has various data-sharing-agreements 
with sports governing bodies and other platforms, such as 
the International Olympic Committee (IOC), the International 
Betting Integrity Association, the Esports Integrity Coalition 
and the International Cricket Council. 14 

In the Netherlands, the National Platform fosters collabora-
tion between the sports sector, the betting and gaming 
sector, law enforcement and the public prosecution service 
in the area of tackling competition manipulation. It is struc-
tured in three levels: the strategic level, relating to general 
direction and scope; the policy level, relating to the creation 
or reform of policies to fight manipulation; and the signals 
level, where information is generated, collated and analysed, 
and where official cases are dealt with.

In Norway, the National Platform15 is operated by the Ministry 
of Culture and hosted by the Norwegian Gaming Authority. It 
provides opportunities for information-sharing between 
stakeholders, conducts risk assessments and generates 
proposals to enhance the prevention betting-related crimes. 

In Spain, the National Police Centre for Integrity in Sport and 
Gambling is responsible for the prevention, investigation and 
prosecution of any type of fraud in sport, including betting 
fraud and the corruption of athletes. It is organized in opera-
tional groups at the central level and coordinates territorial 
contact points across the country. 

The National Commission to Combat the Manipulation of 
Sports Competitions and Fraud in Betting was established in 

14 www.mga.org.mt/sports-integrity-2
15 www.government.nl/topics/sports/fair-sport.
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2019 and is responsible for promoting dialogue, cooperation 
and coordination between public authorities, sports organi-
zations in charge of organizing sports competitions and 
representatives of the gambling industry to prevent and 
eradicate competition manipulation and other forms of cor-
ruption. Working with the Guardia Civil, and in collaboration 
with the National Sports Council, the National Police, the 
Spanish Football Federation, the Spanish Tennis Federation, 
La Liga, Bet365, Sportium, Codere and Entain (formerly GVC 
Holdings), the National Commission created the National 
Plan 2020-2021 to combat the manipulation of sports com-
petitions and gambling fraud. In 2019, the Guardia Civil and 
Sportradar signed a cooperation protocol in order to improve 
cooperation in the investigation of corruption in sport, in 
particular of fraud in sports betting, exchanging information, 
statistical data, trends and experiences. 

In 2021, the National Police Force and the Spanish Football 
Federation signed a collaboration agreement aimed at strength-
ening communication and the exchange of information. 

In the United Kingdom, the Sports Betting Integrity Forum 
was established in 2012 to combat risks relating to competi-
tion manipulation and tackle threats to the integrity of sports 
betting. The Forum is part of the National Platform to combat 

the risks of competition manipulation and threats to the 
integrity of sports betting. From 2021, Police Scotland and 
major football clubs in Glasgow have been coordinating pre-
ventive education activities for young players by providing 
information and advice on organized crime and its 
practices.

In the United States of America, the Sports Bribery Program 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) leads the fight 
against corruption in sport. This initiative includes the Sports 
Presentation Program, which helps college and professional 
sporting associations ensure the integrity of their sporting 
events. Specifically, the Program is designed to provide edu-
cation on and raise awareness of illegal gambling, bribery in 
sport and match-fixing to and among professional athletes, 
administrators and officials, and at the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association. The Program also covers the investiga-
tion of violations of federal statutes concerning gambling 
and corruption in the sports industry. In addition, the 
Transnational Organized Crime-Global Section of the FBI has 
developed the Integrity in Sport and Gaming Initiative to 
combat threats of organized crime in relation to match  -
fixing, illegal sports gambling (including online gambling) 
and the corruption of the integrity of athletes and sports 
organizations.
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2.
Examples of United Nations 
initiatives and initiatives 
of other organizations
2.1 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime

In 2016, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 
(UNODC) consolidated its anti-corruption work under a single 
global programme to prevent and combat corruption through 
effective implementation of the Convention against Corruption 
in support of Sustainable Development Goal 16. A prominent 
and growing pillar of the global programme is the Programme 
on Safeguarding Sport from Corruption, launched by UNODC 
in 2015 to help Governments, sports organizations and related 
stakeholders tackle corruption in sport. 

The establishment of partnerships has been a key feature of 
the Programme. In 2018, UNODC and IOC signed a partner-
ship agreement at the Olympism in Action Forum.16 The 
agreement builds on the memorandum of understanding 
signed by UNODC and IOC in 2011. In addition, memoran-
dums of understanding were signed by UNODC with FIFA in 
2020, the Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy of 
Qatar in 2019 and the Asian Football Confederation in 2018. 
A funding agreement between UNODC and the European 
Commission Directorate-General for Education, Youth, Sport 
and Culture was signed in 2019. In 2016, UNODC and 
INTERPOL signed a cooperation arrangement focusing on 
operations against organized crime and terrorism. 

UNODC is a partner of the International Partnership Against 
Corruption in Sport (IPACS). Task Force 4 of IPACS, on 
enhancing cooperation between law enforcement, criminal 
justice authorities and sports organizations, was launched in 
April 2021 and is co-chaired by UNODC and IOC.

UNODC also works extensively with INTERPOL, the Council 
of Europe, the European Union, the European Commission, 
Europol, the Athletics Integrity Unit, the International Cricket 
Council, the International Tennis Integrity Agency, World 
Rugby, the Asian Racing Federation Council on Tackling 

16 www.unodc.org/unodc/en/frontpage/2018/October/unodc-and-international olympic-
committee-enter-partnership-to-tackle-corruption-in-sport.html

Illegal Betting and Economic Crime, and UEFA, among many 
others. 

Relevant tools, guides and studies authored or co-authored 
by UNODC include:

 » The United Nations Convention against Corruption: A 
Strategy for Safeguarding against Corruption in Major 
Public Events and its training materials17 

 » Resource Guide on Good Practices in the Investigation of 
Match-Fixing 

 » Model Criminal Law Provisions for the Prosecution of 
Competition Manipulation 

 » “Preventing Corruption in Sport and Competition 
Manipulation: Ensuring Integrity is at the Core of Sport’s 
Response to the Pandemic”

 » “Safeguarding Sport from Corruption: Conference Report”

 » “Recovering Better: Sport for Development and Peace 
Reopening, Recovery and Resilience Post-COVID-19”

 » “Governance Guidelines of the International Partnership 
against Corruption in Sport”

In addition, UNODC is supporting the development and out-
puts achieved by IPACS Task Force 1 on reducing the risk of 
corruption in procurement relating to sporting events and 
infrastructure; the development and outputs achieved by 
IPACS Task Force 2 on ensuring integrity in the selection of 
major sporting events, with an initial focus on managing 
conflicts of interests; and the development and outputs 
achieved by IPACS Task Force 3 on optimizing the processes 
of compliance with good governance principles to mitigate 
the risk of corruption.

17 www.unodc.org/unodc/en/corruption/tools_and_publications/training-materials  -
major-public-events.html

1

Background
On 11 March 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) 
announced that the current outbreak of the coronavirus disease 
2019 (COVID-19), a respiratory illness caused by the Severe Acute 
respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), is a pandemic1.

In response to this outbreak, countries have taken a broad range 
of measures to contain and mitigate the spread of the virus, 
including decrees that mandate “social distancing”, leading 
to a significant slowdown of global economic activity and a 
“lockdown” for sport competitions. 

The temporary absence of sport events does not necessarily 
eliminate sports integrity issues such as addressing corruption 
in sport and specifically preventing the manipulation of 
competitions. At the same time, the re-starting of competitions 
and events after the crisis, requires extra preventative measures 
and vigilance.

A global response 
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, recognized sport 
as an important enabler of sustainable development, highlighting 
its growing contribution to the realization of development and 
peace in its promotion of tolerance and respect.

Member States, the United Nations system, international sport 
federations and other stakeholders are establishing frameworks 
for collaborative action on sport, physical activity and 

active play that use sport as a platform for achieving wider 
development outcomes rather than focusing on sport as an end 
in itself. The frameworks for action feature a wide range of 
goals, including personal and interpersonal social development, 
health promotion, conflict resolution, intercultural dialogue, 
social inclusion and economic development2.

The pandemic threatens the positive contribution that 
sport plays as the world faces some of the greatest levels of 
uncertainty seen in many decades as the world grapples with 
health and economic crises caused by the pandemic. 

Placing the integrity of sport at the center of any response is 
key to ensuring that sport emerges from this challenge as strong 
as possible.

This paper looks to set out a policy framework and playbook 
of recommendations for those involved in the context of 
addressing corruption in sport and preventing the manipulation 
of competitions. The document draws from the United Nations 
Convention against Corruption3 and relevant resolutions4  
adopted by the Conference of the States parties to the United 
Nations Convention against Corruption adopted respectively at 
its Seventh and Eighth Sessions, as well as the fundamental 
principles of Olympism, as reflected in the Olympic Charter5.

It is also based on the experiences of the International Olympic 
Committee (IOC), the International Criminal Police Organisation 
(INTERPOL) and the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 
(UNODC) working with experts, partners, government officials 
and relevant stakeholders in the above fields.

ENSURING THAT INTEGRITY IS AT THE CORE OF SPORT’S RESPONSE TO THE PANDEMIC:

PREVENTING CORRUPTION IN SPORT AND 
MANIPULATION OF COMPETITIONS

1 https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-media-briefing-on-covid-19---11-march-2020
2 https://undocs.org/en/A/73/325
3 https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/treaties/CAC/
4 https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/safeguardingsport/international-legal-framework.html
5 https://www.olympic.org/documents/olympic-charter
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Training and capacity-building are also a key pillar of the 
Programme. Since 2017, UNODC has been delivering a large 
number of training programmes and workshops at the 
national, regional and global levels, frequently in partnership 
with INTERPOL, IOC and FIFA.18 Over 7,500 individuals, 
including law enforcement officials, judges, prosecutors and 
members of global, regional and national sport organiza-
tions, from 137 countries have benefited directly from these 
activities. 

To raise awareness of good practices and disseminate tools 
to help address corruption in sport, UNODC organized two 
international conferences in 2018 and 2019 with Brazil, 
China, India, Italy, the Russia Federation and South Africa.19 
These two events were successful in providing an inclusive 
platform to discuss and share progress on the implementa-
tion of resolution 7/8, on corruption in sport, and, where 
applicable, other efforts to safeguard sport as they relate to 
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. In the frame-
work of the eighth session of the Conference of the States 
Parties to the Convention, held in Abu Dhabi in 2019, UNODC 
organized the inaugural General Conference of the 
International Partnership against Corruption in Sport.20 In 
December 2020, UNODC and FIFA launched an advocacy 
campaign to tackle competition manipulation. On the same 
day, UNODC organized a virtual panel discussion in partner-
ship with the European Parliament.

The Programme website21 is regularly upgraded and pro-
vides easy access to the comprehensive catalogue of knowl-
edge products, guidelines, tools and campaigns designed to 
better safeguard sport from corruption. 

18 For Algeria, Ghana, Indonesia, Malaysia, Nigeria, Portugal, Japan, Viet Nam and 
Qatar. In terms of capacity-building, UNODC, in partnership with the IOC and INTERPOL, 
contributed to or joint-organized a series of regional and national workshops: for the Pacific 
region in July 2020; the Baltic region in July 2020; the Mediterranean region in September 
2020; Eastern Europe region in April 2021; as well as virtual national workshops for Egypt 
in December 2020 and for Mexico in February 2021. UNODC also supported the IOC to 
train: European National Olympic Committees at a workshop in May 2019; National Olym-
pic Committees of Andorra, Cyprus, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, 
Montenegro, and San Marino at a virtual workshop in November 2020; Pan American Sport 
Organizations in April 2021. FIFA in collaboration with UNODC launched Global Integrity 
Programme in March 2021 and co-organized virtual regional workshops for Asia in March 
2021, South America in June 2021, and central and north America in August and Septem-
ber 2021.

19 www.unodc.org/unodc/en/safeguardingsport/conference.html and www.unodc.
org/unodc/en/safeguardingsport/meetings/safeguarding-sport-from-corruption-confer-
ence-september-2019.html

20 www.unodc.org/unodc/en/safeguardingsport/newsandevents/general-confer-
ence-of-the-international-partnership-against-corruption-in-sport-ipacs.html

21 www.unodc.org/unodc/safeguardingsport/index.html

2.2  United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization

Fighting corruption in sport has been on the agenda of the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO) at least since 1978. In 1978, the 
General Conference adopted the International Charter of 
Physical Education, Physical Activity and Sport, which was 
revised in 1991 and 2015. Article 10 of the Charter names 
corruption, along with violence, doping, political exploitation 
and manipulation in sport, among abuses that “endanger the 
credibility and integrity of physical education, physical activ-
ity and sport and undermine their educational, developmen-
tal, and health promoting functions.”

The Charter also focuses on mitigating specific corruption- 
related risks. It obliges: 

 » Major sports events owners, public authorities and other 
stakeholders to take measures to maximize transpar-
ency, objectivity and fairness in the bidding, planning and 
hosting of these events

 » Public authorities that contribute financial, material or 
other support to providers of physical education, physical 
activity and sport to audit and control the proper use of 
the resources they have granted on behalf of society

The Charter also promotes educational programmes for a 
wide range of actors, including referees, public authorities, 
law enforcement agencies, sports organizations, betting 
operators, owners of sports-related rights, the media, 
non-governmental organizations, administrators, educators, 
families and the medical profession.
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In 2013, the International Conference of Ministers and Senior 
Officials Responsible for Physical Education and Sport 
adopted the Berlin Declaration, which also addresses 
anti-corruption issues. The Declaration states that various 
national and international authorities and stakeholders need 
to concert their efforts to both prevent and combat money-
laundering and corruption in line with the relevant inter-
national instruments, particularly the United Nations 
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime and the 
Convention against Corruption. It also recognizes that safe-
guarding the integrity of sport needs sufficient financial, 
personnel and other resources. 

A more detailed follow-up document to the International 
Charter and the Berlin Declaration was the Kazan Action 
Plan, adopted in 2017. The Plan contains a section devoted 
to protecting the integrity of sport. 

A notable feature of the Kazan Action Plan is its focus on 
organizational measures to further develop the subject of 
safeguarding the integrity of sport. The Plan points out that 
there are many sport integrity standards at the international 
level and that an inventory and the systematization of rele-
vant initiatives would be useful. The Plan provides for com-
prehensive mapping of existing international standards and 
norms as well as national legislation that addresses the 
integrity of sport. It also calls for the assessment of the 
needs of jurisdictions to prepare more consistent and com-
prehensive international standards. 

2.3 United Nations Global Compact 

In 2013, the United Nations Global Compact established a 
taskforce on Sport Sponsoring and Hospitality22 and devel-
oped the paper “Fighting Corruption in Sport Sponsorship and 
Hospitality: A practical guide for companies”. Sponsoring a 
major event allows companies to gain public visibility, attract 
new customers and increase their advertising revenue. For 
this reason, organizations may seek to win a sports sponsor-
ship contract at any cost, including by bribing officials of sport 
bodies as well as athletes, including amateurs. Unscrupulous 
companies may also try to bribe a public official by sponsor-
ing their favourite or affiliated team or by providing a public 
official with free or hugely discounted tickets to sporting 
events.23 Finally, sponsorship contracts may be a way to  
conceal or launder improperly obtained funds.

22 The task force included representatives from the organizations including the 
Fachverband für Sponsoring und Sonderwerbeformen e.V, huMBoldt Viadrina School of 
Governance, Instituto Ethos Brazil, Transparency International, the United Nations Global 
Compact and the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime.

23 Examples of such practices were mentioned earlier in the section on UNCAC when 
describing FCPA enforcement actions.

As noted in the paper, involvement in corrupt practices can 
damage an organization’s reputation, undermine the trust of 
its clients and, consequently, have negative financial conse-
quences. In this regard, the guide provides recommenda-
tions for organizations on how to build a six-step internal 
system of anti-corruption measures. Such a system should 
allow for the identification and minimization of risks of cor-
ruption, including by developing and implementing principles 
and procedures for the provision of sports sponsorship and 
sport-related hospitality, and by increasing the transparency 
of relevant processes.

2.4 Council of Europe 

Within the Council of Europe, the entity that has been the 
most active in addressing the issue of corruption in sport is 
the Conference of Ministers responsible for Sport. The 
Conference has identified tackling corruption in sport as a 
priority issue through the adoption of a number of resolu-
tions and conventions, including the adoption of 
Recommendation CM/Rec(2018)12, on the promotion of 
good governance in sport, in 2018. While the autonomy of 
sports organizations is by no means challenged in the rec-
ommendation, the Council of Europe explicitly links the 
autonomy and legitimacy of the sports movement to the 
highest standards of ethical behaviour and good governance. 

The explanatory memorandum of the recommendation 
highlights that Governments have the obligation to promote 
and protect human rights and to guarantee respect for the 
rule of law, including in the context of sports organizations. 
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Further, Governments commit state funding to sport in vari-
ous ways and they have a duty to ensure that these resources 
are managed properly.24

The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe has 
also paid attention to combating malpractice in sport 
through its resolution 1875, on good governance and ethics 
in sport, which is further strengthened by resolution 2199, on 
a framework for modern sports governance, and by resolu-
tion 2200, on good football governance.

Sport integrity issues have also received considerable atten-
tion within the framework of the Enlarged Partial Agreement 
on Sport (EPAS), which was launched in 2007. EPAS was 
tasked with providing analytical support to the Council of 
Europe and drafting the recommendations of the Committee 
of Ministers. EPAS has also developed analytical materials 
and tools.25 

In 2019, the Council of Europe Convention on the Manipulation 
of Sports Competitions entered into force. Additional infor-
mation on the Convention is contained in the section on 
understanding the manipulation of sports competitions.

24 For example, Caneppele S., Cinaglia G., Langlois F. An Overview of Corruption in Sport 
around the World. Restoring Trust in Sport: Corruption Cases and Solutions. Section 2. Rout-
ledge. 2021: www.routledge.com/Restoring-Trust-in-Sport-Corruption-Cases-and-Solutions/
Ordway/p/book/9780367473068. Council of Europe. Good governance initiatives in sport 
at national level – Good practice handbook No. 9. 2019. URL: https://edoc.coe.int/en/online-
resources/7757-human-rights-protection-in-europe-in-the-context-of-sports-organizations-
disciplinary-ans-arbitration-procedures-good-practice-handbook-no-5.html

25 https://edoc.coe.int/en/doping/8480-guidelines-on-sport-integrity-action-3-of-the-
kazan-action-plan.html

2.5 European Union 

According to article 165 of the Treaty on the Functioning of 
the European Union, the Union actions are aimed at “promot-
ing fairness and openness in sporting competitions and 
cooperation between bodies responsible for sports as well 
as protecting the physical and moral integrity of sportsmen 
and sportswomen, especially the youngest sportsmen and 
sportswomen.”

In 2011, the first three-year European Union Work Plan for 
Sport was adopted. The integrity of sport was listed first 
among the issues that should be given priority by States 
members and the Commission. In 2019, at a meeting of the 
Council of Ministers of the European Union with representa-
tives of the Governments of the States members, a docu-
ment on corruption in sport was adopted.26 

In December 2020, with the adoption of the 2021-2024 Work 
Plan for Sport, the Council of the European Union reaffirmed 
the commitment of the European Union and its States mem-
bers to protecting integrity and values in sport as one of the 
main priorities for the future.

The European Parliament has also dealt with the subject of 
corruption in sport. In 2012, it conducted a hearing under the 
title “Playing by the rules: Financial fair play and the fight 
against corruption in sport”. In 2013, a resolution on match-
fixing and corruption in sport was adopted. The issue of 
match-fixing has been further addressed. In 2016, a confer-
ence on match-fixing was hosted by the European Parliament 
sport intergroup. In June 2021, a study “EU sports policy: 
assessment and possible ways forward” was prepared upon 
request by the European Parliament’s Committee on Culture 
and Education.27 The study pays significant attention to the 
issues of anti-corruption, good governance and integrity.

With regards to law enforcement aspects, Europol has been 
actively involved in combating corruption in sports. It has 
been participating in large-scale investigations28 and has 
been assisting European Union law enforcement authorities 
in analysing data on corruption in sport.29 In 2013, the 
European Parliament adopted a dedicated resolution on

26 Conclusions of the Council and of the representatives of the governments of the 
Member States meeting within the Council on combating corruption in sport, https://op.eu-
ropa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/31fe46a8-1bf0-11ea-8c1f-01aa75ed71a1

27 www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2021/652251/IPOL_
STU(2021)652251_EN.pdf

28 www.europol.europa.eu/crime-areas-and-trends/crime-areas/corruption/sports-cor-
ruption

29 See relevant examples in sections 2 and 4.
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 match-fixing and corruption in sport calling for the adoption 
of a number of actions, including the collection, exchange, 
analysis and dissemination of intelligence on match-fixing, 
fraud in sports and other forms of corruption in sport. Since 
then, the international legal framework to fight corruption in 
sport has been further enhanced. The need to tackle this 
crime more effectively on an international level prompted the 
creation of a dedicated Europol operational project, Analysis 
Project Sports Corruption, in 2014, with the aim of support-
ing State member investigations. The project coordinates 
resources and other materials from 16 States members and 
INTERPOL30 and through its Economic and Financial Crime 
Centre, Europol continues to support investigations to dis-
mantle criminal networks that launder their criminal profits 
through sports corruption or increase their illegal assets by 
manipulating sporting events worldwide. 

In addition to the initiatives outlined above, the European 
Union supports research and educational programmes to 
prevent corruption in sport. 31

30 See, for example, the previously mentioned report “The Involvement of Organized 
Crime Groups in Sports Corruption”, www.europol.europa.eu/sites/default/files/docu-
ments/the_involvement_of_organised_crime_groups_in_sports_corruption.pdf

31 See, for example, PROtect Integrity, www.protect-integrity.com/; The National Sports 
Governance Observer: Benchmarking sports governance across national boundaries,  
www.playthegame.org/theme-pages/the-national-sports-governance-observer/; 
IntegriSport, www.integrisport.org/; Against match fixing – European Research and 
Education Program (AMFIX), https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/projects/
eplus-project-details/#project/590606-EPP-1-2017-1-PL-SPO-SCP; POINTS project, etc. 
www.points-project.com/, etc.

2.6 Group of 20 

The subject of anti-corruption in sport first appeared in doc-
uments of the Group of 20 in 2013, when a proposal was put 
forward to establish a Global Alliance for Integrity in Sport. 
The proposal was endorsed by the G20 Leaders’ Declaration, 
which welcomed efforts to combat corruption in sports,  
cultural and other major international events.

In 2017, the G20 Leaders’ Declaration was even more explicit, 
in that it stated that “We will continue our work to address 
integrity in sports and urge international sports organiza-
tions to intensify their fight against corruption by achieving 
the highest global integrity and anti-corruption standards. In 
this respect, we strive for a common understanding regard-
ing corruption risks in bids to host major sporting events.”32

Some of the issues addressed by the G20 Leaders’ 
Declaration in 2017 was discussed at the Partnering against 
Corruption in Sport event, organized in the margins of a 
meeting of the G20 Anti-Corruption Working Group in 2018.

The Chair’s summary of Partnering against Corruption in 
Sport event recognized that risks of corruption exist both in 
sports organizations and in Governments. Examples of the 
former were conflicts of interest in the activities of officials 
of international federations; and a lack of accountability in 
determining the hosts of major sports events. Examples of 
the latter were a lack of mechanisms to prevent and detect 
corruption in organizing committees of sports events and 
the tight timeframe for the preparation of major events. 

Recommendations to minimize such risks were formulated. 
It was recommended that sports organizations introduce 
clear and transparent systems for selecting senior positions; 
improve management systems to increase accountability 
and avoid excessive concentration of decision-making 
authority in single individuals; and introduce procedures to 
prevent and resolve conflicts of interest and other standards 
of conduct. Governments were encouraged to develop 
appropriate legislation and mechanisms to ensure that 
sports organizations meet anti-corruption standards, includ-
ing by providing support only to those organizations that 
comply with such standards.

On 31 October 2021, the Group of 20 adopted the G20 High-
Level Principles on Corruption.33

32 www.g20.utoronto.ca/2017/2017-G20-leaders-declaration.html
33www.unodc.org/documents/corruption/G20-Anti-Corruption-Resources/Princi-

ples/2021_G20_High-Level_Principles_on_Tackling_Corruption_in_Sport.pdf
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2.7   Organisation for Economic Co-operation  
and Development 

The OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign 
Public Officials in International Business Transactions can 
be used to combat specific corruption offences in the sport 
sector. However, the Convention criminalizes bribery of 
public officials, while officials of sports bodies are largely 
excluded from this definition. Nevertheless, the Convention 
can be effectively used to counter bribery in sports. 

Firstly, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) is involved in initiatives directly related 
to the integrity of sport. It organizes events on this subject,34 
participates in the development of relevant background 
papers and draft documents for the Group of 20, is a 
co-founding partner of IPACS and has the role of co-chair in 
two of its task forces.35 

Secondly, several OECD recommendations and analytical 
materials that are not directly related to the field of sport can 
be applied to sport, including the recommendation on pro-
curement, which can be used to combat corruption in the 
preparation of major sporting events (e.g. the OECD 
Recommendation of the Council on Public Procurement and 
the OECD Recommendation of the Council on Fighting Bid 
Rigging in Public Procurement, and the OECD publication 
“Preventing Corruption in Public Procurement”).

2.8 International Criminal Police Organization 

The INTERPOL Match-Fixing Task Force brings together law 
enforcement agencies from around the world to tackle 
match-fixing and corruption in sport. The task force currently 
has 98 member units from jurisdictions in five continents, 
with more than 151 national points of contact worldwide. 
This network allows the task force to act as a platform for 
cross-border investigations and international case coordina-
tion, with meetings held regularly. The task force supports 
member countries in match-fixing investigations and opera-
tions in all sports and maintains a global network of investi-
gators that share information, intelligence and best practices. 
Specific INTERPOL-developed tools dedicated to data collec-
tion on sport corruption (Ethical Issues of Emerging ICT 
Applications project) and financial crimes analysis (FINCAF) 
are available to law enforcement worldwide. In recent years, 
cooperation frameworks have also been established in coop-
eration with other INTERPOL units to protect major sporting 
events from criminal exploitation.

34 See e.g., Integrity in Sports session held at the OECD Global Anti-Corruption & Integ-
rity Forum 2018.

35 For more details on IPACS see Section 4.

INTERPOL also carries out capacity-building and training 
programmes in relation to competition manipulation. 
INTERPOL implements a global capacity-building and train-
ing project that offers tailored trainings and workshops to 
law enforcement, government agencies, sports organiza-
tions, betting operators and regulators to address competi-
tion manipulation and create a global network of 
practitioners, together with IOC.36 INTERPOL issues the 
Integrity in Sport biweekly bulletin, which is an overview of 
the main stories in the media related to current investiga-
tions, sanctions and sentences, illegal betting and best 
practice. 

INTERPOL also prepares statistical and analytical materials. 
For example, in cooperation with IOC, it has released two 
handbooks: 

 » Handbook on Conducting Fact-Finding Inquiries into 
Breaches of Sports Integrity 

 » Handbook on Protecting Sport from Competition 
Manipulation

36 For example, a joint regional workshop with IOC and UNODC on preventing and effec-
tively countering match-fixing for Latin America (www.interpol.int/en/News-and-Events/
News/2019/INTERPOL-and-IOC-regional-workshop-on-sports-integrity/en/News-and-
Events/News/2019/INTERPOL-and-IOC-regional-workshop-on-sports-integrity), a webinar 
for the Pacific and Asian regions (www.interpol.int/en/News-and-Events/News/2020/
Competition-manipulation-risks-and-prevention/en/News-and-Events/News/2020/Compe-
tition-manipulation-risks-and-prevention), a large number of country-specific workshops, 
for example for Algeria (www.interpol.int/en/News-and-Events/News/2019/INTERPOL-
and-IOC-team-up-with-Algeria-to-promote-sports-integration/en/News-and-Events/
News/2019/INTERPOL-and-IOC-team-up-with-Algeria-to-promote-sports-integrity), Japan 
(www.interpol.int/News-and-Events/News/2019/INTERPOL-and-IOC-shaping-a-global-
network-on-sports-integrity/News-and-Events/News/2019/INTERPOL-and-IOC-shaping-a-
global-network-on-sports-integrity), Qatar (www.interpol.int/News-and-Events/News/2019/
Integrity-in-Sport-INTERPOL-and-IOC-collaboration-in-Qatar/News-and-Events/
News/2019/Integrity-in-Sport-INTERPOL-and-IOC-collaboration-in-Qatar), etc.
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In 2021, working with Abertay University, INTERPOL produced 
the Sport Corruption Barometer,37 which is a statistical sum-
mary containing information on investigations into corruption 
in sport and on sanctions and convictions. 

2.9 Financial Action Task Force 

In 2009, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) issued a 
report entitled “Money Laundering through the Football 
Sector”. In preparation for the report, FATF analysed cases of 
the use of football for money-laundering, the results of a 
questionnaire sent to 25 jurisdictions and relevant literature.

In the report, several typical money-laundering methods are 
identified, including investment in and ownership of football 
clubs, the control of player transfers and player image rights, 
betting activities, sponsorship and advertising. As the report 
points out, the results of the study can be extrapolated and 
extended to other sports that provide similar opportunities 
for criminals to launder illicit proceeds.

37 The 2020 Sport Corruption Barometer can be found in the related documents sec-
tion of the following webpage: www.interpol.int/en/Crimes/Corruption/Corruption-in-sport

2.10  International Partnership against Corruption  
in Sport 

In 2016, the Anti-Corruption Summit welcomed the initiative to 
launch an international sport integrity partnership. Later that 
year, the initiative was supported by the Conference of Ministers 
responsible for Sport of the Council of Europe. As a result, 
IPACS was launched in February 2017. IPACS is a multi- 
stakeholder platform aimed at bringing together international 
sports organizations, Governments, inter-governmental organi-
zations and other relevant stakeholders to strengthen and  
support efforts to eliminate corruption and promote a culture of 
good governance in and around sport.

The central body of IPACS is its steering committee, which 
comprises government representatives, international organi-
zations and international sports organizations. The agenda 
and the organizational arrangements of the steering com-
mittee are prepared and supported by a bureau composed of 
the five co-founding partners, namely the Council of Europe, 
IOC, OECD, the United Kingdom and UNODC. In addition, 
three Governments and two sports organizations are elected 
by the steering committee as members of the bureau for a 
period of two years, renewable once for a total period of four 
years. A general conference is convened every two years 
with the participation of all members of the Partnership and 
other interested parties for the purpose of sharing informa-
tion on the activity of the entity, exploring new opportunities 
for action and enhanced collaboration, identifying issues 
requiring attention and adopting documents. 
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IPACS has formed four task forces dedicated to different 
areas of integrity and anti-corruption in sport:

 » Task Force 1 on reducing the risk of corruption in procure-
ment relating to sporting events and infrastructure. In 
2019, the task force published a report, entitled Mapping 
of procurement standards and risk management activities 
in the construction of infrastructure for sporting events, 
which was followed in 2020 by “Procurement of Major 
International Sport-Events-Related Infrastructure and 
Services: Good Practices and Guidelines for the Olympic 
movement”, which was prepared on behalf of IOC.

 » Task Force 2 on ensuring integrity in the selection of 
major sporting events. In 2018, the task force published a 
report, entitled Stocktaking Report on Managing Conflicts 
of Interest Relating to the Voting for the Selection of Hosts 
for Major Sports Events, which was followed in 2020 by 
“Good practice examples for managing conflicts of inter-
est in sports organizations”.

 » Task Force 3 on optimizing the processes of compliance 
with good governance principles to mitigate the risk of 
corruption. As a first component of the IPACS Sports 
Governance Benchmark, the task force issued 50 rec-
ommendations in 2020, which aims to promote financial 
transparency, manage conflict of interests and ensure 
appropriate term of office, including duration and limits in 
sports organizations at all levels.38 

 » Task Force 4 on enhancing effective cooperation between 
law enforcement, criminal justice authorities and sports 
organizations. Officially launched in 2021, at the time of 
writing, the task force has developed a draft stocktaking 
document to map international anti-bribery standards 
and related national legislation that could be applicable 
to the activities of sports organizations. The objective of 
the stocktaking document is to develop and disseminate 
good practices. 

38 The objectives of Task Force 3 are to develop a benchmark for sports governance, 
recognized both by the international sports movement and Governments and applicable 
at the national and international levels, and to outline options for providing advice, support 
and monitoring compliance with the benchmark at the national and international levels. 
This benchmark was approved in 2020 and focuses on five different areas: transparency, 
integrity, democracy, development and solidarity, and checks and balance/control mech-
anisms. Implementation guidelines for the benchmark are currently being drafted by a 
restricted Drafting

2.11 Sport Integrity Global Alliance

The Sport Integrity Global Alliance (SIGA) was launched in 
2017. It was established as a non-profit association under 
Swiss law “to provide global leadership, promote good gover-
nance and safeguard the integrity of sport through a set of 
universal standards operated by an independent, neutral and 
global body.”

The universal standards are supplemented by the SIGA 
Independent Rating and Verification System, which is 
designed to assess the extent to which a sports organization 
has implemented the standards. 

The work of SIGA is organized in five strategic areas, each 
addressed by a standing committee. These areas are good 
governance in sport, financial integrity in sport, betting integ-
rity, media, sponsorship and sport integrity, and youth devel-
opment and child protection. 
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Conclusion and policy considerations

Conclusion

The initiatives mentioned in this section have facilitated con-
crete action against corruption in sport. The developments 
witnessed in recent years, ranging from the adoption of tar-
geted legislation and the establishment of specialized bodies 
to enhanced good governance and joint initiatives, have led 
to significant progress in the evolution of tools and mecha-
nisms to fight corruption in sport, while also highlighting 
future challenges in this area. 

There is a clear need to involve all relevant stakeholders, 
including those in the public and private sectors (gambling 
companies, companies involved in the organization of major 
sporting events, sponsors, etc.), sports organizations, ath-
letes, non-government organizations, the media (individuals 
and organized groups), volunteers, supporters and academia.

Cooperation and coordination are fundamental to sharing 
knowledge and strengthening capacities to develop and 
implement comprehensive and integrated anti-corruption 
strategies. The legal instruments developed globally, primar-
ily the Convention against Corruption, can be used more 
effectively to promote and develop anti-corruption policies in 
the sports sector, consistent with the specific reality of each 
State and sports organization.

Policy considerations

Governments and sport organizations can strengthen efforts 
to tackle corruption in sport by: 

 » Assessing risks of corruption in sport and developing, 
implementing and monitoring risk mitigation strategies 
and plans39 

 » Establishing a specialist body or bodies that have a clear 
responsibility for the prevention, detection, investigation 
and sanctioning of corruption in sport, if not yet done, 
in line with articles 6 and 36 of the Convention against 
Corruption, ensuring that they have adequate indepen-
dence, training and resources to carry out their functions 
effectively

 » Establishing and supporting programmes, including 
those of relevant international organizations, to provide 
training and education, ensuring that such programmes 
are tailored to the specific needs and characteristics of 
different actors, particularly children, young athletes and 
vulnerable groups

 » Publishing the reports of existing specialized bodies to 
increase understanding of how they function and identify 
and share good practices

39 The UNODC publication State of Integrity: A guide on Conducting Corruption Risk 
Assessments in Public Organizations can be used to conduct risk assessments to identify, 
mitigate and prevent risks of corruption in relation to the activities of ministries of sport 
and the administrative tasks linked to the organization of major sports events, and with 
the allocation of public funds. In parallel, the UNODC publication National Anti-Corruption 
Strategies: Practical Guide for Development and Implementation can be useful to develop, 
implement and monitor sport-centered anti-corruption strategies and plans. Although the 
Guide is focused on recommendations for the development of national anti-corruption 
strategies, many of the suggestions can also be relevant to sector-based initiatives, such 
as those in the sports sector.
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#SAVE
 SPORT
#UNITED
 AGAINST
 CORRUPTION


